MAX KAULLA
lawyer (Dr jur) in Stuttgart, head of Jewish Community
born 21 Jul 1829 Stuttgart, died 13 Apr 1906 Stuttgart
parents = Salomon Maier Kaulla + wife Caroline nee Kaulla
married 08 Nov 1857

JEANETTE GOLDSCHMIDT
born 06 Oct 1833 Frankfurt-on-Main, died 27 Dec 1920 Stuttgart
parents = Heymann Benedict Goldschmidt + wife Caroline nee Goldschmidt

SO FAR KNOWN CHILDREN (born in Stuttgart):

(01) LUCIE
married 01 Dec 1901 in Stuttgart
GEORG SIGMUND WARBURG from Hamburg
owner of Uhenfels Manor in Bad Urach
1871 - 18 Oct 1923 (died in Konstanz, Germany)
parents = Sigmund Warburg +
wife Theofilia Rivka Tova Rosenberg

couple had but one child (born in Bad Urach) =

Siegmund Georg Warburg
partner of M.M.Warburg Bank in Hamburg (Germany)
emigrated to London (England) in 1934
and founded S.G.Warburg Bank
30 Sep 1902 - 10 Oct 1982 (died in London)
moved 1926
Eva Maria Phillipson from Stockholm (Sweden)
1903 - 1983 (died in London)
parents = ?
couple produced 2 children (born in Stuttgart):

(a) George A.S.Warburg born 1928
married
Elinor Bozyan born 1932

(b) Anna Warburg born 1931 (emigrated to Tel Aviv ?)
moved ca 1962
Dov Biegun from Ukraine 18 Jan 1910 - 1980
studied in Prague ?, member of zionist movement,
survived Theresienstadt Ghetto

(02) EMMA
31 Aug 1964 - ?

(03) RUDOLF
12 Dec 1872 - 22 Sep 1954 (died in Oberstdorf)
lawyer (Dr jur + Dr oec publ)
banker, partner of Jacob S H Stern Bank in
Frankfurt-on-Main and author of books on economy
married (1) 20 Mar 1907
LUISE STERN of Frankfurt-on-Main
04 Feb 1874 - ?
parents = ?
marrried (2) after 1930

**ANNE MARIE GANZ** from ?
? - ?

parents = ?
(for further details see own family sheet)